Eden Rise FAQ's

Accommodation & Facilities

Does the venue provide duvets and pillows? Yes, everything will be located on each bed.

Where do we get our hired bed linen? We ask group leaders or assistants to hand out the required bed linen to their guests, these are located outside the largest dorm room on a high shelf accessible by a ladder.

Does the venue make up the beds before arrival? No, the beds are laid out and prepared with duvets, pillows, blankets, and hot water bottles for guests to arrange themselves.

Do you have hot water bottles? Yes, each bed has their own hot water bottle.

Are there blankets and cushions for use in the main hall? Yes, we have various sized cushions in the Albion Room, there is also a blanket box found in the entrance hallway for guests to use and blankets on individual beds.

Can we any take blankets outside? Not all, bed blankets are for indoor use only. However, the fleece blankets in the box in the entranceway can be used outside, but please leave them with the dirty linen to be washed at the end of your stay.

Can organisers stay the night beforehand? Only on certain occasions, generally when organisers book early arrival and access the following day. The organisers (minimum two people) can then book a night beforehand at a special rate.

Are campervans allowed? Yes, we permit two small campervans by prior agreement and a special rate is available.
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How many campervans can fit in the carpark, plus cars? We advise only two small campervans maximum, and then only 5-6 small cars.

Can campervans use our electricity? Yes, that is no problem, though we may not have a spare extension lead so please supply your own.

Is there a space to put up a tent? Yes, there are two spaces on our terraces that can accommodate tents between October – April only (our bell tents are located here the rest of the time).

What toilets do the bell tents use? The toilets and shower facilities are located inside the main building.

Venue & Equipment

Does the venue have yoga equipment? No, please bring your own mats and any equipment that you may need.

How many people can fit in the main Albion Hall for yoga? Regular yoga instructors have indicated a comfortable number is between 15 – 18 people.

Does the venue have a white board? Yes, found in the Albion Room, though please bring extra white board pens.

Does the venue have a projector and screen? Yes, we have a large screen and projector kept in the Albion Room, please bring your own cabling for your laptops.
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**Is the kitchen fully equipped with things like blenders, food processors etc?** Yes, we have a wide selection of professional catering equipment.

**Can we get food delivered by a supermarket on the day of a booking?** Yes, however only once the organisers have arrived within their allocated time, so they can receive the delivery.

**Is there washing up liquid, cleaning stuff, tea towels?** Yes, all accessories are located in the kitchen.

**Does the venue provide salt, pepper, or basic condiments in the kitchen?** No, this is a self-catered kitchen, please bring all ingredients you need to cook.

**Do you have a recommended caterers list?** Yes, we have various local catering contacts that have previously supplied food and cooked for retreats. Please ask for details.

**Is there loo paper at the venue?** Yes, we use recycled toilet paper.

**Are there free teas?** Yes, we have a varied selection of herbal teas for guests. Please bring your own coffee if required.

**Is there a barbeque?** Yes, our large fire bowl doubles up as a BBQ too.

**Can the sauna run on wood alone?** In theory yes, however it might not be as hot as with the electric sauna use too.
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Do we need to bring a towel for the sauna? Yes, for hygienic reasons all sauna users must bring a towel to sit on.

Is there disability access? No unfortunately we do not have disability facilities, however it is something we are currently researching.

Bookings & Arrival

Can we arrive earlier if we get to Totnes before the booked time? No, we have various turnaround schedules, and our hardworking housekeepers need space and time to prepare the venue for you. There are several nearby cafes at Dartington or Totnes should you arrive early, you will be able to access the barns from your booked time only.

How are invoice payments made? Bank transfers are the easiest, however we do have a card machine at the venue if needed for those that can pass by at a prearranged time.

Do participants attending retreat sessions for the day only need to pay? Yes, we have reduced rate for non-residential guests. See our pricing guides for more details.

How many cars can fit in the carpark? About 8-10 small cars maximum, although we do encourage share lifts wherever possible.

If you have any further specific questions, please contact the bookings administrator on annabel@networkofwellbeing.org.

The Eden Rise Team
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